Boatlife 101
notes on boat co-ownership

hello
We are Greta and Michael, and three years ago, we moved
onboard our sailboat ForTuna; since then, we have set sail to
explore the world. We sailed over 15.000nm, visited 16
countries, and reduced our environmental impact to a
minimum.
We know many of you have the same boatlife dream, and we
made it our goal to share our mistakes and what we have
learned along the way to help you achieve your liveaboard
lifestyle. In particular, this guide will help you understand how
and if a boat co-ownership could be your ticket to your dream
sailboat.
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let’s get started
Buying your boat is, at the
same time, the most exciting
and
most
scary
and
financially important step you
will take towards boatlife.
Many people decide to save
up for years until they have
enough money. Still, we
decided to double our
budget by seeking joint boat
ownership - also referred to
as fractional yacht ownership,
shared sailboat ownership,
yacht syndication, fractional
boat ownership, and sailing
yacht co-ownership.
In simple terms, boat coownership means we bought
the boat together with
someone else. Co-ownership
is a possibility for many

investments,
which
are
notorious for going unused
for long periods of time, such
as boats, airplanes and
vacation homes. Looking at
the costs involved in those
investments, the reasons for
joint ownership become clear
very quickly.
This does not mean that coownership of a boat is easy.
You need to get along very
well with your co-owners and
establish strict rules from the
beginning, for the tiniest
things,
to
avoid
misunderstandings along the
way. In the following pages,
we will outline what your
contract should include.
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contract
Every co-ownership should be regulated by
a contract to avoid discussions and
misunderstandings. No matter how well you
know the person you decide to be your coowner or how much you trust him, we
always recommend a contract to outline the
terms of the agreement. Your contract
should include:
• percentage of owning the boat (best if
split equally)
• usage of the boat (who can use it when
and where)
• how the maintenance costs will be split
and who takes care of the maintenance
(try to divide the task evenly if possible)
• who takes care of boat insurance, and
how are the costs split
• where is the boat docked, and who will
pay dockage
• selling/buyouts conditions (what happens
if one owner wants to sell his share)
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• how will boat investments
be handled (best to define
when purchasing the boat if
any investments should be
made)
• dispute resolution (conflicts
happen so outline if a third
person should be called to
resolve the situation to
avoid
straining
the
relationship)
• Pets onboard: yes, no? what
are the pet-related rules
• Smoking:
Is
smoking
allowed on board and
where?
• Authorized operators: who
is allowed to captain the
boat and do you need to
agree on a minimum crew
required to handle the
boat.
• owners death (no one
wishes this to happen, but
you should have rules
outline if the occasion
arises to avoid disputes
with heirs)

• timeline of the contract
(how
long
does
the
agreement stand and what
happens after?)
• when do payments occur
(in our case we decided
that at the beginning of the
year the full predicted
amount of maintenance
costs should be paid on a
shared bank account by all
owners)
• how will damage costs be
handled (for ForTuna we
decided that the owner
causing the damage needs
to fix it and pay for it. If the
damage causes a reduction
of the boat value that
amount of boat value will
be deduced from the
owner who caused the
damage.
For a better understanding
you can find the outlines we
defined for our co-ownership
on the next page.
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WhenSailing co-ownership guide lines
liveaboard

co-owner

maintenance costs and
works

75%

25%

usage

whole year

4 weeks between july and
august

damages

owner who caused the damage

boat investments

50

selling conditions

after 2 years both owners have the possibilty of a
buyout at a pre fixed price, otherwise the boat will be
sold
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50

find co-owner
To establish joint ownership of a boat, you
need to find a co-owner. This person could
be one of your best friends or a total
stranger. Both scenarios hold pros and
cons. Sharing your boat with your best
friends can make the start more
straightforward, but once an argument
arises (which always does when money is at
stake), you might risk a good friendship
over a boat if rules are not clearly outlined
in the contract. On the other hand, buying a
contract with a total stranger could feel
risky, but chances are higher every
eventuality is outlined in a contract, and
agreements do rise less.
But where do you find a co-owner? If you
are looking to buy a sailboat, chances are
high you are part of a sailing club or have
absolved your sailing licence in one. Reach
out within the community to understand if
anyone is currently in the process of buying
a boat or could be interested in yacht
syndication. Try online communities or
reach out to brokers if you do not get lucky
there. Do not get discouraged if you do not.
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find someone immediately. Ideas like these
will circulate and you never know whose
friend of a friend of a friend might come
back to you. Our story is just one of many
examples of how unexpected a co-owner
could arise.

How did we find our co-owner?
In our case, the idea of joint ownership only arose once we met
our co-owner. We had been playing with the idea of buying a
sailboat but were still struggling to find a way to finance the boat
of our dreams. During our boat acquisition research, the friend of
a friend approached us with an offer for a sailing charter in the
upcoming summer. His idea was to charter a boat for 5 weeks
and “re-sell” the cabins to friends and family. His goal was not to
make money but to cover the costs of the charter by skippering
for 4 weeks so he could spend the 5th week for “free” with his
girlfriend on the boat.
Charting a sailboat in the Mediterranean Sea in summer costs
around 3.000eur a week, resulting in an astonishing 15.000eur for
his planned 5 weeks. When Michael heard about his initiative, we
approached the person and proposed to him the following idea.
Instead of spending 15.000 each year to charter a boat, hoping to
get it back, he should invest the money in ownership with us. He
could still do his 5 weeks of skippering in the summer, but he
would be a boat owner at the end of the year and could sell the
boat if necessary. A few coffee meetings later, we agreed on a
two-year plan, which worked perfectly for both sides. We bought
a boat double our budget, and he skippered a boat 5 weeks a
year for 2 years before regaining his initial investment once we
bought his part of the sailboat at the end of the 2 years.
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Want to know more about boatlife?
find all the information your need in our bundles:

Boatlife Budget

Ocean Crossing
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We would love the hear your
feedback or questions through
whensailing@gmail.com or just
DM us on our social media
@whensailing.
saty salty!
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